We introduce a novel sensitivity analysis framework for large scale classification problems that can be used when a small number of instances are incrementally added or removed. For quickly updating the classifier in such a situation, incremental learning algorithms have been intensively studied in the literature. Although they are much more efficient than solving the optimization problem from scratch, their computational complexity yet depends on the entire training set size. It means that, if the original training set is large, completely solving an incremental learning problem might be still rather expensive. To circumvent this computational issue, we propose a novel framework that allows us to make an inference about the updated classifier without actually re-optimizing it. Specifically, the proposed framework can quickly provide a lower and an upper bounds of a quantity on the unknown updated classifier. The main advantage of the proposed framework is that the computational cost of computing these bounds depends only on the number of updated instances. This property is quite advantageous in a typical sensitivity analysis task where only a small number of instances are updated. In this paper we demonstrate that the proposed framework is applicable to various practical sensitivity analysis tasks, and the bounds provided by the framework are often sufficiently tight for making desired inferences.
INTRODUCTION
Given a large number of training instances, the initial training cost of a classifier such as logistic regression (LR) or support vector machine (SVM) would be quite expensive. In principle, there is no simple way around this initial training cost except when suboptimal approximate classifiers (e.g., trained by using random small sub-samples) are acceptable. Unfortunately, such an initial training cost is not the only thing we must care about in practice. In many practical data engineering tasks, the training set with which the initial classifier was trained might be slightly modified. In such a case, it is important to check the sensitivity of the classifier, i.e., how the results would change when the classifier is updated with the slightly modified training set.
Machine learning algorithms particularly designed for updating a classifier when a small number of instances are incrementally added or removed are called incremental learning [3] . For example, when a single instance is added or removed, the solution of a linear predictor can be efficiently computed (see, e.g., [8] ). Incremental learning algorithms for SVMs and other related learning frameworks have been intensively studied in the literature [3, 7, 17, 12, 11, 13] . Even for problems whose explicit incremental learning algorithm does not exist, warm start approach, where the original optimal solution is used as an initial starting point for the updating optimization problem, is usually very helpful for reducing incremental learning costs [5, 18] .
However, the computational cost of incremental learning is still very expensive if the original training set is large. Except for special cases 1 , any incremental learning algorithms must go through the entire training data matrix at least once, meaning that the complexities depend on the entire training set size. When only a small number of instances are modified, spending a great amount of computational cost for re-optimizing the classifier does not seem to be a well worthy effort because inference results on the updated classifier would not be so different from the original ones. Furthermore, in practical applications, it might be computationally intractable to completely update the classifier every time there is a tiny modification of the training set. In such a situation, it would be nice if we could quickly check the sensitivity of the classifier without actually updating it. Unless the sensitivity is unacceptably large, we might want to use the original classifier as it is.
Our key observation here is that the goal of sensitivity analysis is not to update the classifier itself, but to know how much the results of our interest would change when the classifier is updated with the slightly modified training set. Suppose, for example, that we have a test instance. Then, we would be interested in whether there is a chance that the class label of the test instance could be changed by a minor data modification or not. In order to answer such a question, we propose a novel approach that can quickly compute the sensitivity of a quantity depending on the unknown updated classifier without actually re-optimizing it.
In this paper we study a class of regularized linear binary classification problems with convex loss. We propose a novel framework for this class of problems that can efficiently compute a lower and an upper bounds of a general linear score of the updated classifier. Specifically, denoting the coefficient vector of the updated linear classifier as β * new , our framework allows us to obtain a lower and an upper bounds of a general linear score in the form of η ⊤ β * new , where η is an arbitrary vector of the appropriate dimension. An advantage of our framework is that the complexity of computing the bounds depends only on the number of updated instances, and does not depend on the size of the entire training set. This property is quite advantageous in a typical sensitivity analysis where only a small number of instances are updated.
Bounding a linear score in the form of η ⊤ β * new is useful in a wide range of sensitivity analysis tasks. First, by setting η = e j , where e j is a vector with all 0 except 1 in the j th position, we can obtain a lower and an upper bounds of each coefficient β * new, j , j = 1, . . . , d, where d is the input dimension. Another interesting example is the case where η = x, where x is a test instance of our interest. Note that, if the lower/upper bound of x ⊤ β * new is positive/negative, then we can make sure that the test instance is classified as positive/negative, respectively. It means that the class label of a test instance might be available even if we do not know the exact value of x ⊤ β * new . To the best of our knowledge, there are no other existing studies on sensitivity analysis that can be used as generally as our framework. However, there are some closely-related methods designed for particular tasks. One such example that has been intensively studied in the literature is leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV). In each step of an LOOCV, a single instance is taken out from the original training set, and we check whether the left-out instance is correctly classified or not by using the updated classifier. This task exactly fits into our framework because we are only interested in the class label of the left-out instance, and the optimal updated classifier itself is not actually required. Efficient LOOCV methods have been studied for SVMs and other related learning methods [9, 10, 20, 23] 2 . Some of these existing methods are built on a similar idea as ours in the sense that the class label of a left-out test instance is efficiently determined by computing bounds of the linear score x ⊤ β * new . The bounds obtained by our proposed framework are different from the bounds used in these existing LOOCV methods. We empirically show that LOOCV computation algorithm using our framework is much faster than existing methods.
The bound computation technique we use here is inspired from recent studies on safe feature screening, which was introduced in the context of L 1 sparse feature modeling [6] . It allows us to identify sparse features whose coefficients turn out to be zero at the optimal solution. The key idea used there is to bound the Lagrange multipliers before actually solving the optimization problem for model fitting 3 . The idea of bounding the optimal solution without actually solving the optimization problem has been recently extended to various directions [6, 22, 15, 14, 21, 16] . Our main technical 2 In these works, the main focus is not on computing LOOCV error itself, but on deriving an upper bound of LOOCV error. 3 Lagrange multiplier values at the optimal solution tell us which features are active or non-active. contribution in this paper is to bring this idea to sensitivity analysis problems and develop a novel framework for efficiently bounding general linear scores with the cost depending only on the number of updated instances.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In §2, we describe the problem setup and present three sensitivity analysis tasks that our framework can be applied to. In §3 we present our main result which enables us to compute a lower and an upper bounds of a general linear score η ⊤ β * new with the computational cost depending only on the number of updated instances. In addition, we apply the framework to the three tasks described in §2. In §4, we discuss how to tighten the bounds when the bounds provided by the framework are not sufficiently tight for making a desired inference.
§5 is devoted for numerical experiments. § 6 concludes the paper and discuss a few future directions of this work. All the proofs are presented in Appendix A.
PRELIMINARIES AND BASIC IDEA
In this section we first formulate the problem setup and clarify the difference between the proposed framework and conventional incremental learning approaches. Then, we discuss three sensitivity analysis tasks in which the proposed framework is useful.
Problem setup
In this paper we study binary classification problems. We consider an incremental learning setup, where we have already trained a classifier by using a training set, and then a small number of instances are added to and/or removed from the original training set. The goal of conventional incremental learning problems is to update the classifier by re-training it with the updated training set. Hereafter, we denote the original and the updated training sets as {(x i , y i )} i∈D old and {(x i , y i )} i∈Dnew , respectively, where D old and D new are the set of indices of the instances in old and new training sets with the sizes n old := |D old | and n new := |D new |, respectively. The input x i is assumed to be d-dimensional vector and the class label y i takes either −1 or +1. We denote the set of added and removed instances as {(x i , y i )} i∈A and {(x i , y i )} i∈R , where A ⊂ D new and R ⊂ D old are the set of indices of the added and removed instances with the sizes n A := |A| and n R := |R|, respectively. Note that, if one wants to modify an instance in the training set, one can first remove it and then add the modified one.
We consider a linear classifier in the form of
where the classifier predicts the class labelŷ ∈ {−1, +1} for the given input x ∈ R d , while β ∈ R d is a vector of classifier's coefficients. In this paper we consider a class of problems represented as a minimization of an L 2 regularized convex loss. Specifically, the old and the new classifiers are defined as
and β * new := arg min
where the first and the second terms of the objective function represent an empirical loss term and an L 2 -regularization term, respectively, and λ > 0 is a regularization parameter that controls the balance between these two terms. We assume that ℓ(·, ·) is differentiable and convex with respect to the second argument. Examples of such a loss function includes logistic regression loss
and L 2 -hinge loss
For any i ∈ D old ∪ D new and any β 0 ∈ R d , we denote the gradient of the individual loss as
Our main interest is in the cases where the number of added instances n A and removed instances n R are both much smaller than the entire training set size n old or n new . In such a case, we expect that the difference between β * old and β * new is small. However, if the training set size n new is large, solving the optimization problem (2) by using an incremental learning algorithm is still very expensive because any incremental learning algorithms require working through the entire training data matrix at least once, meaning that the complexity of such an incremental learning is at least O(n new d).
Our approach is different from conventional incremental learning. In this paper we propose a novel framework that enables us to make inferences about the new solution β * new without actually solving the optimization problem (2). The proposed framework can efficiently compute a lower and an upper bounds of, what we call, a linear score
where η ∈ R d is an arbitrary vector of dimension d. An advantage of this framework is that the computational cost of computing these bounds depends only on the number of updated instances n A + n R and does not depend on the entire training set size n old or n new , i.e., the complexity is O((n A +n R )d). This property is quite advantageous in a typical sensitivity analysis where n new is much larger than n A + n R . These bounds are computed based on the old optimal solution β * old . We denote the lower and the upper bounds as L(η ⊤ β * new ) and U(η ⊤ β * new ), respectively, i.e., they satisfy
The proposed framework can be kernelized for nonlinear classification problems if the inner products η ⊤ β * new and η ⊤ ∇ℓ i (β * old ) for any i ∈ D old ∪ D new can be represented by the kernel function.
In the following three subsections, we discuss three sensitivity analysis tasks in which the above proposed framework might be useful.
Sensitivity of coefficients
, be a vector of all 0 except 1 in the j th element. Then, by setting η := e j in (5), we can compute a lower and an upper bounds of the new classifier's coefficient
Figure 1 illustrates such coefficient's bounds for a simple toy dataset. Given a lower and an upper bounds of the coefficients, we can, in principle, obtain the bounds of any quantities depending on β * new . Bounding the largest possible change of the new classifier's coefficients or a quantity depending on it would be beneficial for making decisions in practical tasks. 
Sensitivity of class labels
Next, let us consider sensitivity analysis of the new class label for a test instance x ∈ R d , i.e., we would like to knoŵ
. By setting η := x in (5), we can compute a lower and an upper bounds such that
Here, it is interesting to note that, using the following simple facts:
the class labelŷ can be available without actually obtaining β * new if the bounds are sufficiently tight such that the signs of the lower and the upper bounds are same. If the number of updated instances n A + n R is relatively smaller than the entire training set size n old or n new , we expect that the two solutions β * old and β * new would not be so different. In such cases, as we demonstrate empirically in §5, the bounds in (6) are sufficiently tight in many cases. Figure 2 illustrates the tightness of the bounds in a toy dataset.
Leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV)
One of the traditional problem setups to which our proposed framework can be naturally applied is leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV). The LOOCV error is defined as
where sgn(·) is the sign, and β * (−h) is the optimal solution after leaving out the h th instance, which is defined as Note that, except for the 2nd and the 3rd test instances with n A + n R = 10 (pink), the signs of the lower and the upper bounds are same, meaning that the class labels of these test instances are immediately available without actually updating the classifier.
Here, our idea is to regard the solution obtained by the whole training set as β * old , and β * (−h) as β * new . By setting η := y h x h in (5), we can compute the bounds such that
These bounds in (8) can be used to know whether the left out instance is correctly classified or not. If the lower bound is positive, the left-out instance will be correctly classified, while it will be mis-classified if the upper bound is negative. Using (8), we can also obtain the bounds on the LOOCV error itself:
where I(·) is the indicator function. In numerical experiments, we illustrate that this approach works quite well.
QUICK SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
In this section we present our main results on our quick sensitivity analysis framework. The following theorem tells that we can compute a lower and an upper bounds of a general linear score η ⊤ β * new by using the original solution β * old .
Theorem 1. Let
Then, for an arbitrary vector η ∈ R d , the linear score η ⊤ β * new satisfies
The proof is presented in Appendix A. An advantage of the bounds in (10) is that the computational complexity does not depend on the total number of instances, but only on the number of modified instances. It is easy to confirm that the main computational cost of these bounds is in the computation of ∆s in (9) , and its complexity is O((n A + n R )d). The tightness of the bounds, i.e., the difference between the upper and the lower bounds is written as
In a typical sensitivity analysis where n A and n R are much smaller than n new , the tightness in (11) would be small. Note also that the tightness depends inversely on the regularization parameter λ. If λ is very small and close to zero, the bounds become very loose. 
Sensitivity analysis of coefficients
where ∥z∥ q is the L q -norm of a vector z 4 .
The upper bound in (12) would be useful for judging whether one should actually update the classifier or not. If the amount of the change is guaranteed to be sufficiently small, one might want to use the old classifier as it is for circumventing the computationally demanding incremental learning operation.
If the bounds of the coefficients or any quantities of our interest such as ∥β * new − β * old ∥ q are not tight enough, then we can use the approach discussed in §4.
Sensitivity analysis of class labels
Next, we use Theorem 1 for sensitivity analysis of new class labels. As discussed in §2.3, for an input vector x ∈ R d , we can obtain a lower and an upper bounds of a linear score x ⊤ β * new by setting η = x. From (7), we can know the new class label if the signs of the lower and the upper bounds are same. 
Corollary 3 is useful in transductive setups [19] where we are only interested in the class labels of the prespecified set of test inputs.
Quick leave-one-out cross-validation
In LOOCV, we repeat leaving out a single instance from the training set, and check whether it is correctly classified or not by the new classifier which is trained without the left-out instance. Thus, each step of LOOCV computation can be considered as an incremental operation with n A = 0 and n R = 1. Denoting the left-out instance as (x h , y h ), h ∈ [n old ], the task is to inquire whether the left-out instance is correctly classified or not, which is known by checking the sign of y h f (
Corollary 4. Consider a single step of LOOCV computation where an instance
(x h , y h ), h ∈ [n old ], is left out. Then, L(y h f (x h ; β * new )) > 0 ⇒ (x h , y h ) is correctly classified U(y h f (x h ; β * new )) < 0 ⇒ (x h , y h ) is mis-classified
TIGHTENING LINEAR SCORE BOUNDS VIA A SUBOPTIMAL SOLUTION
In the previous section we introduced a framework that can quickly compute a lower and an upper bounds of a linear score of the new classifier. Unfortunately, it is not always the case that these bounds are sufficiently tight for making a desired inference on the new classifier. For example, if the lower and the upper bounds of x ⊤ β * new do not have the same sign for a test input x, we cannot tell which class it would be classified to. In this section we discuss how to deal with such a situation. The simplest way to handle such a situation is just to use conventional incremental learning algorithms. If we completely solve the optimization problem (2) by an incremental learning algorithm, we can obtain β * new itself. However, if our goal is only to make a particular inference about the new classifier, we do not have to solve the optimization problem (2) completely until convergence. In this section we propose a similar framework for computing a lower and an upper bounds of a linear score by using a suboptimal solution before convergence which would be obtained during the optimization of problem (2) .
We denote such a suboptimal solution asβ new . In order to compute the bounds, we use the gradient information of the problem (2), which we denote
The complexity of computing the gradient vector from scratch is O(n new d). However, if we are using a gradient-based optimization algorithm such as conjugate gradient or quasi-Newton methods, we should have already computed the gradient vector in each iteration of the optimization algorithm. The following theorem provides a lower and an upper bound of a linear score by using the current gradient information. If we already have computed g(β new ), these bounds can be obtained very cheaply.
Theorem 5. For an arbitrary vector η ∈ R d , the linear score
A nice property of the bounds in (14) is that the tightnesŝ
is linear in the norm of the gradient ∥g(β new )∥. It means that, as the optimization algorithm for (2) proceeds, the gap between the lower and the upper bounds in (14) decreases, and it converges to zero as the solution converges to the optimal one. Theorem 5 can be used as a stopping criterion for incremental learning optimization problem (2) . For example, in a sensitivity analysis of class labels, one can proceed the optimization process until the signs of the lower and the upper bounds in (14) become same.
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In this section we describe numerical experiments. In §5.1 we illustrate the tightness and the computational efficiency of our bounds in two sensitivity analysis tasks described in §2.2 and §2.3. In §5.2 we apply our framework to LOOCV computation as described in §2.4 and compare its performance with conventional LOOCV computation methods. Table 1 summarizes the datasets used in the experiments. They are all taken from libsvm dataset repository [4] . For the experiments in §5.1, we used larger datasets D5-D8. For LOOCV experiments in §5.2, we used smaller datasets D1-D4. As examples of the loss function ℓ, we used LR loss (3) and SVM loss (4) . In §5.1 we only show the results on logistic regression. In §5.2 we compare our results on SVMs with conventional LOOCV methods particularly designed for SVMs. For logistic regression, we only compare our framework with conventional incremental learning algorithm because there is no particular LOOCV computation method for logistic regression. As an incremental learning algorithm, which is used as competitor and as a part of our algorithm for LOOCV computation, we used the approach in [18] . All the computations were conducted by using a single core of an HP workstation Z820 (Xeon(R) CPU E5-2693 (3.50GHz), 64GB MEM).
Results on two sensitivity analysis tasks
Here we show the results on two sensitivity analysis tasks described in §2.2 and §2.3. We empirically evaluate the tightness of the bounds and the computational costs for larger datasets D5-D8. First, we see how the results change as the number of added and/or removed instances changes among n A +n R ∈ {0.01%, 0.02%, 0.05%, 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.5%, 1%} of the entire training set size n old . Next, we see the results when the number of the entire training set D1  sonar  208  60  not used  D2  splice  1000  60  not used  D3  w5a  9888  300  not used  D4  a7a  16100  123  not used  D5  a9a  32561  123  16281  D6  ijcnn  49990  22  91701  D7  cod-rna  59535  8  271617  D8 kdd2010
h ← h + 1 12: end while Output: LOOCV error: err/n old size changes among n old ∈ {10%, 20%, . . ., 90%, 99%} of n train , while the number of added and/or removed instances is fixed to n A + n R = 0.001n train .
In the first sensitivity analysis task about coefficients (see §2.2 and §3.1), we simply computed the difference between the upper and the lower bounds U(β * new, j ) − L(β * new, j ) for evaluating the tightness of the bounds. For the second sensitivity analysis task about class labels (see §2.3 and §3.2), we examined the percentage of the test instances for which the signs of the lower and the upper bounds are same. Remember that the class label can be immediately available when the lower and the upper bounds have same sign. Table 2 shows the results for the former task. (Figure 3 depicts the results on D8 as an example) 5 . These results indicate that the bounds are fairly tight if the n A + n R is relatively smaller than n old . The computational costs of our proposed framework (blue thick curves) are negligible compared with the costs of actual incremental learning (red thick curves). Table 3 shows the results for the latter task ( Figure 4 depicts the results on D8 as an example). The results here indicate that, in most cases, the bounds are sufficiently tight for making the signs of the lower and the upper bounds same. It means that, in most cases, the new class labels after incremental operation are available without actually updating the classifier itself.
The results presented here were obtained with the regularization parameter λ = 0.01.
Leave-one-out cross-validation
We applied the proposed framework to LOOCV task, and compare its computational efficiency with existing approaches. We consider two options. In the first option (op1), we only used the method described in §3.3. In the second option (op2), we also used the method described in §4. Algorithm 1 is the pseudo-code for computing LOOCV errors by using the proposed framework with op1.
For SVMs, several LOOCV methods have been studied in the literature [19, 10] . For the experiments with SVM loss, we thus compare our approach with the methods in [19] and [10] . The former approach merely exploits the fact that adding and/or removing nonsupport vectors does not change the classifier. The method called ξ-α estimator [10] also provides a lower bound of y h f (x h ; β * new ) without actually obtaining β * new . For the experiments with logistic regression loss, we compare our approaches only with incremental learning approach [18] because there are no other competing methods.
We used the above LOOCV computation methods in model selection tasks for linear and nonlinear classification problems. In linear case, the task is to find the regularization parameter λ ∈ {2 −20 , 2 −19 , . . . , 2 0 } that minimizes the LOOCV error. In nonlinear case, we used Gaussian RBF in the form of ϕ k (x) = exp(−γ∥x − x k ∥ 2 ), where k ∈ [100] were randomly selected from [n old ]. Here, the task is to select the optimal combination of (λ, γ) ∈ {2 −15 , 2 −14 , . . . , 2 −5 } × {2 −5 , 2 −4 , . . . , 2 5 } that minimizes the LOOCV error.
For further speed-up, we also conducted experiments with two simple tricks. In the first trick we used the lower and the upper bounds of the LOOCV error itself 6 . If the lower bound of one model is greater than the upper bound of another model, the former model would never be selected as the best model, meaning that the LOOCV error computation process can be stopped. The second simple trick is to conduct incremental learning operations in the increasing order of y h f (x h ; β * old ). It is based on a simple observation that the class label of an instance whose y h f (x h ; β * old ) value is small tends to be mis-classified. Note that these two tricks can be used not only for our proposed framework, but also for other competing approaches. Tables 4 and 5 show the results without and with the tricks, respectively. We see that the computational cost of our proposed framework (especially op2) are much smaller than competing methods. It indicates that our bounds for LOOCV is tighter in many cases than the existing bounds for LOOCV error computation.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper we introduced a novel framework for sensitivity analysis of large scale classification problems. The proposed framework provides a lower and an upper bounds of a general linear score on the updated classifier without actually re-optimized it. The advantage of the proposed framework is that the computational cost only depends on the sizes of the modified instances, which is particularly advantageous in typical sensitivity analysis task where only relatively small number of instances are updated. We discussed three tasks to which the proposed framework can be applied. As a future work, we plan to apply the proposed framework to stream learning.
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(n A + n R )/n old 0.01% 
Using (17) and (18),
By summing up (19) 
Substituting (20) 
Furthermore, noting that β * old is the optimal solution of (1),
Using (24) 
In fact, the solutions of (30) 
